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Course Objective:

Rapid advances in IC and packaging performance require increasingly more powerful electrical
parameter extraction tools. The problem sizes commensurate with multi-GHz operation require millionsof-unknowns solutions for RLC and full-wave analyses. Both problem size and run times need to be
improved by orders of magnitude. In this half day short course, we are investigating advanced techniques
to solve such practical interconnect and packaging problems.

Who Should Attend:

The course is designed for chip/package designers and researchers who need to develop methodologies
for 2D and 3D electromagnetic analysis of product level geometries.

Course Outline:

1. Fundamentals and examples for 2D capacitance and inductance-resistance extraction (per-unitlength).
2. Guidelines and common mistakes/misconceptions for per-unit-length extraction.
3. Guidelines for 3D full-wave problem setup and S-parameter solutions using advanced MoM field
solver.
4. Identifying mesh quality issues in 3D full wave extraction.
5. Working understanding of domain decomposition and FFT based accelerated techniques.
6. Fundamental understanding of 3D capacitance extraction.
7. Accelerated hierarchical 3D capacitance extraction of on-chip and packaging interconnects.
8. Parallel 3D capacitance extraction.

PART I. GENERAL 2D PARASITIC PARAMETER EXTRACTION
This section provides a fundamental understanding of the issues in calculating the RLCG parameters for
two dimensional transmission line structures.
We start by considering the basic geometry of the
canonical structure and describe how to mathematically set-up and solve the 2D capacitance and 2D
inductance-resistance problems, focusing on the matrix formulation and boundary conditions. We
investigate theoretical, geometrical, and practical considerations associated with the extraction of
parameters, including fringing field and eddy current effects, edge-effect and skin-depth considerations,
loose and tight coupling, near-end and far-end noise, and gridding to assure accuracy. We address
common misconceptions and mistakes made in modeling and interpreting the results. Lastly, we cover
the more advanced issues of causality, covering causes and remedies. Solutions for actual problems will
be demonstrated. Throughout the session, questions from the class attendees will be welcomed.
PART II. FULL WAVE 3D S-PARAMETER EXTRACTION
This section provides an understanding of the fundamentals of full wave extraction of 3D geometries,
such as fan-outs, via arrays, meandering lines, etc. We will start by understanding good meshing
practices for such examples. Then we will look at where and how to define ports when analyzing simple
and then complicated structures, and review the S parameters outputs for these examples. For the larger
structures, a domain decomposition approach can be useful to accelerate the solution. How to use such
an approach and how to properly define domains for the best results will be presented. Finally, we will

demonstrate how to identify examples where domain decomposition is likely not appropriate, and
describe the use of an alternate accelerated pre-corrected FFT based solutions for these example.
PART III. HIERARCHICAL CAPACITANCE EXTRACTION
This section will first discuss the differences between the direct boundary element method and indirect
boundary element method for practical parasitic capacitance extractions of on-chip interconnects. Based
on these discussions, a general hierarchical approach to extract the capacitance matrix is derived. The
block capacitance matrix is constructed locally from the direct boundary element method. The binary
tree browsing through matching boundary conditions shrinks the problem to the final global capacitance
matrix. A significant merit of this method is that it has similar simulation complexity for homogeneous
and inhomogeneous media problems. Examples on how to use this method for real on-chip interconnects
and packaging problems are introduced and discussed. To improve the simulation capability, a parallel
scheme based on this hierarchical approach is introduced and its efficiency is verified through
benchmarks.
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